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aerosmith’s ‘rocks': a track-by-track guide
It’s been a decade since Maldita’s Chavacano track “Porque” exploded into the local pop charts. The song’s
songwriter recalls how this came to be.

country music chords and lyrics
Rising singer-songwriter Carly Pearce has two chart-topping singles and more than a billion collective streams.
We spoke with Pearce to see what makes her tick

how maldita’s chavacano track “porque” found its way to pop ubiquity
It took you 30 days of back and forth with your husband-to-be to land on your first dance pick . Now, you gotta
start the process

carly pearce’s candid country
Kittery’s Burst & Bloom records put out a wonderfully curious compilation entitled, “Bloom Country, Vol. 1.”
Soliciting contributions from a dozen different artists, the record focuses on the idea of

55 father daughter songs because you just know dad will be picky
A pair of early 2000s icons have ushered in a sunny new era of music just in time for summer vacation. Sister duo
Alyson and Amanda Michalka, professionally known as Aly & AJ, released their new album

burst & bloom releases country music compilation album
It is easy to take for granted these days but back in the mid-1970s, the Ramones were the first band to create
what we know now as ‘punk rock’. At the time, the Ramones didnt

aly & aj enter a new musical era with latest album
How do you compose the music for your songs, using “Just Be Friends” as an example? It varies with what I come
up with first. It could be a melody for a chorus, a lyrical hook, or a chord

how the rolling stones inspired the ramones song 'blitzkreig bop'
Sung in a Tamil dialect mainly spoken by Sri Lankan plantation workers and in South India, “Enjoy Enjaami” is
powerfully resonating with global audiences.

kulick ponders whether lovers can ‘just be friends’ post-breakup
Three minutes into his haunting song “Voices,” the singer Joshua Ray Walker summons an astonishing falsetto
from somewhere deep within his diaphragm. As his voice rings out, Walker’s face contorts

“enjoy enjaami”—a song about the aspirations of a tea plantation worker
The local singer-songwriter — and performer at last week's True/False Film Fest — delivers lyrics about love and
loss with a soft croon.

joshua ray walker’s music is a vivid portrait of working-class life in dallas
Willow Smith pays tribute to pop-punk with her new single “Transparent Soul,” featuring Travis Barker on the
drums. The song draws from the music of Paramore, Fall Out Boy, and Barker’s own

anthony wilkerson delivers sad songs with a 'silver' tongue
In the past, we’ve chosen the five minutes or so we would play to make our friends fall in love with classical
music, the piano, opera, the cello, Mozart, 21st-century composers, the violin, Baroque

willow smith goes full pop-punk on new track ‘transparent soul’
As India battles to contain one of the world’s worst coronavirus outbreaks, with a record 400,000 new infections
reported, and with hospitals running out of precious oxygen and medical supply, a young

5 minutes that will make you love choral music
New music from Weezer, Iceage and the Mighty Mighty Bosstones lead a recent slate of releases.

india covid crisis: pakistani singer pours his heart out to show solidarity
Her vocals can make the hair on your arms stand. Put Chelsey James' voice over power chords, a funky bass line
and a kicking bass drum, and you get that

new music from weezer, iceage and more
View those artists as you would the sculptures of our temples.” After decades of being absent on the global stage,
Cambodian musicians are stepping back into the spotlight, thanks in no small part to

ozarks native to headline sucker days on friday night
While the peppy song has been entirely shot in the exotic locales of Vizag, it showcases Sundeep falling behind
Neha and expressing his love for the l

singer laura mam is on a mission to revive cambodia’s vibrant music scene
Join country music hit makers as they walk step-by-step – from the initial concept to the final chord – and share
the key licks and lyrics that brought their stories to life. Episodes feature

‘puttene prema’ from gully rowdy: sundeep kishan and neha shetty shine in the romantic number
I love that they explored these complex song structures, and the band reached for chords, melodies, and lyrics
that stretch beyond the usual. Most of all, I admire that Greta Van Fleet have stayed

how to watch our new, free country music network, circle
While pop music has origins as far back as the 1920s, it didn't really take shape as a genre until the 1950s. In the
decades that followed, the term was largely used to denote a specific type of

greta van fleet perform ‘heat above’ on ‘jimmy kimmel live’
It's called "I'm Not for Everyone," and it goes hard in making a case for the country music they strike a chord in
one's soul. Brothers Osborne's "I'm Not For Everyone" Lyrics: Some people

the 50 best pop songs of the last 30 years
Christian Nodal and Gera MX's “Botella Tras Botella” debuts at No. 60 on the Hot 100 chart. It’s the first regional
Mexican title to enter the list.

brothers osborne’s ‘i’m not for everyone’ has something for everybody [listen]
It’s how I started: playing with my dad when I was a little boy and he sat down and showed me chords in the
storytelling and in the lyrics of country music. If you hear the words

gera mx & christian nodal chart first regional mexican hit ever on hot 100: 'just two 'compas' having
fun'
MAN ON MAN – the new project from real life lovers Joey Holman (HOLMAN) and Roddy Bottum (Faith No More,
Imperial Teen) – released its first effort, a self-titled album last week. Suffice it to say

vince gill biography
Not only were the lyrics and vocals mesmerizing and other “Outlaws” he opened up country for young audiences,
already enjoying the music of the California country rockers like the Grateful

man on man go deep with track-by-track for self-titled debut
Emily Stewart grew up in the journalism business. Her parents owned a newspaper in Monroeville, Ala., and she
jokes that she and her brother were born based on the weekly

happy birthday, willie nelson, a transcendent artist beloved around the world | opinion
Discover Music From Billy Joel’s inability to resist a good Beethoven melody to Lady Gaga’s sampling of rhapsodic
violin solos, here are the greatest examples of classical samples in pop. In 17 cases

meet a musician: emily stewart says a songwriting club holds her accountable for her craft
Shruti Haasan loves the bands and tracks that started originating in the late ’60s to ’80s. Not only does it show in
her dressing sense but the 35-year-old also adds influences from those times to her

17 pop songs you didn’t know were directly inspired by classical music
Porch Pride schedule of events: June 6, 2021 at 1pm PDT / 4pm EDT - Lavender Country Live with and sing along
with protest songs and movement music. Lyrics and chord sheets provided.

shruti haasan on her music
The latest example is The Pursuit of Love, Emily Mortimer’s adaptation of Nancy Mitford ’s novel that has just
launched on the BBC. In using music that is deliberately at odds with the period being

bluegrass pride announces porch pride: a month-long queer-antine festival
Olivia Rodrigo’s “drivers license” made her a pop-music sensation. With her surprising debut album, 'Sour,' she’s
determined to prove her staying power.

listen to every song from the pursuit of love soundtrack
Nas would always be like, ‘This is going to be a moment. Like you guys literally do not understand.’ And we
didn’t.”

license to thrive: olivia rodrigo zooms ahead after 2021’s biggest breakout hit
On his latest release, Van Morrison assumes the guise of the cranky old crackpot of classic rock. Of all the
musicians to come out of the British Invasion, few have had careers as consistently praised

only lil nas x predicted how much ‘montero’ would outrage the machine
Check out COWBOY BOY's "INCONVENIENT" and read an exclusive interview with the duo about their latest
release and their upcoming album.

5 things to know about latest record project volume 1 by van morrison
and hopefully, strikes a chord with other Daughter Alexa Ray's Song 'Seven Years' She added that her main goal
was for the visuals to be symbolic and reflect the lyrics she wrote.

cowboy boy explore idealized romance in power-pop song “inconvenient”
We’ve been hard at work for the last little while, writing new material and in the studio,” CHRIS shares. “I’m
really excited to get back on the road and play for people and have a good time.”

alexa ray joel debuts vintage 'seven years' music video as love song to her fiancé
But his song, which was remixed by DJ Bulbul, has become a sensation. "I consciously avoided poetic language. I
emphasised on simple lyrics that come and leave this country.

chris roberts announces first live dates of the year
a collection of deeply resonant songs based in Oldham’s folk-leaning melodies and often-bizarre lyrics embellished
with gorgeous guitar arrangements that range from rock to country, and even

how bengal has a poll song for everyone
It’s a blurred line between lyrics and poetry nicking someone else’s song, usually the Beatles. The songs I learned
were the ones I thought had three or four chords, because I was limited.

matt sweeney & bonnie ‘prince’ billy’s ‘superwolves’ is a gorgeously twisted meld of rock and folk:
album review
In a press release, Ratie D said that she doesn't create music lyrics, bringing together two tribes that share one
border — locals here and the many Zimbabweans here and across the country.

paul weller: ‘music means more to me since i’ve been sober’
The songs get old after a few listens, the lyrics aren’t particularly profound and not quite in sound quality.
“Stardust Chords” comes out as the top contender on the record, wrapping

4 new eugene-springfield (and 4 national) music releases worth checking out
It had to make a big statement about how loud and hard they were, how unapologetic they felt about being who
they were – this brash, rude, sexual hardcore rock band.” The result was one of Aerosmith's
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